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Vanguard Integrity Professionals proudly launches a
New Cybersecurity Website
Authentication, Administration, Audit & Compliance - the framework of Vanguard’s
Cybersecurity portfolio.
LAS VEGAS – August 01, 2016 – Vanguard Integrity Professionals, Inc. is pleased to announce the launch
and immediate availability our new www.go2vanguard.com website.
The primary objective with the website is to provide visitors with a simple method to learn and stay
updated about Vanguard Integrity Professionals and our rich offering of cybersecurity solutions. The
website is interactive and automatically adjusts to the viewing device. It also provides better access to
the solutions we offer and the collateral our experts have developed related to those solutions.
The site includes extensive product and detailed solution information to help customers understand
Vanguard’s complete range of cybersecurity solutions. Data Sheets, Solutions Briefs and Corporate
Overviews work together to provide a comprehensive overview of Vanguard’s capabilities across a wide
range of industry verticals, including the “nation’s critical infrastructure” Vanguard so proudly protects.

The website highlights the foundation of the Vanguard Cybersecurity framework based on Vanguard
Administration a powerful cybersecurity solution that automates processes, offers powerful reporting
with real-time management and provides control over policy administration; saving time, resources and
money.
To meet todays need for comprehensive Enterprise Authentication, Vanguard delivers the most robust,
scalable, modular authentication solution enabling enterprises to control and secure access to the entire
IT infrastructure. Vanguard simplifies enterprise authentication and access control.

When Compliance is critical Vanguard can help with Vanguard Audit & Compliance, an extensive audit
and compliance solution, enabling configuration, adjustment and continuous monitor using the latest
standards and data security policies to determine, isolate and ensure standards compliance.
Created with the user experience firmly in mind, the website was designed using the latest webdevelopment technology so it is compatible with the latest browsers and mobile devices.

Additionally, customers and prospects will find fresh, new content, providing a much richer online
experience with easy navigation and the ability to share with others, while assisting in the selection of
powerful solutions designed for large enterprise cybersecurity. Prospects and customers can also stay
up-to-date and informed with the latest on Vanguard and our industry leading cybersecurity education
and training programs.

“Vanguard is dedicated to continual improvement of our products and solutions and rapid innovation in
cybersecurity. Our primary goal with the new website is to reflect the impact and value of our
cybersecurity solutions especially when risk to critical systems is so great around the globe,” said Brian
Caskey, chief marketing officer at Vanguard. “We are excited to launch the new site and we hope that
our customers and prospects will enjoy the new, innovative Vanguard experience.”
Key Takeaways
• Vanguard has an exciting new website, www.go2vanguard.com.
• New, fresh content including Data Sheets, Solutions Briefs, White Papers, Executive Summaries, Fast
Facts and Corporate Brochures.
• Vanguard‘s new website supports a vast array of browsers and can be viewed by any computing
platform, mobile device or tablet.
About Vanguard Integrity Professionals
Vanguard Integrity Professionals provides enterprise security software and services that solve complex
security and regulatory compliance challenges for financial, insurance, healthcare, education,
transportation and government agencies around the world. Vanguard provides automated solutions for
Audit and Compliance, Operational Security, and Intrusion Management. The world’s largest Financial,
Insurance, Government Agencies and Retailers entrust their security to Vanguard Integrity Professionals.
Vanguard is committed to protecting and securing the Cloud, z/OS® Security Server and Enterprise
environments. Vanguard provides 24/7/365 live customer support from the United States of America.
z/OS® is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation, registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
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